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Abstract Objectives: To study the findings of Pulmonary function test and HRCT in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus.

Materials and Method: The patients attending outpatient departments or admitted to wards during the period, who 

fulfilled the revised ACR criteria for classification of SLE were included in the study. Detailed medical history including 

age, sex, age of onset, duration of illne

cough, chest pain, dyspnea and cyanosis) was recorded in a preformed proforma. Thorough clinical examination with 

special attention to chest examination was performed in all th

performed in all the patients. Pulmonary function tests also performed in all the patients and the findings observed were 

recorded. Results: Majority of the patients were in the age group of 15

age (44%). The female to male ratio was 7.33:1. Symptom of

Pulmonary function test with decreased diffusion lung capacity was positive in 68% patients. HRCT was found t

interstitial lung pattern in 72% patients. The sensitivity of PFT 94.44% and specificity of 100% in diagnosing the 

pulmonary manifestation. The two

HRCT showed pulmonary manifestations positive in 68% and 72% patients. The sensitivity of PFT in diagnosing the 

pulmonary manifestation was 94.44% with specificity of 100%. Thus PFT can be used as effective tool in diagnosing 

asymptomatic pulmonary manifestation as HRCT. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Systemic lupus erythematosus is a chronic 

connective tissue disease that can affect any part of the 

body. As occurs in other autoimmune diseases, the 

immune system attacks the body’s cells and tissue, 

resulting in inflammation and tissue damage.

time during their course, most patients with SLE show 

signs of involvement of the lung, its vasculature, the 
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To study the findings of Pulmonary function test and HRCT in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus.

The patients attending outpatient departments or admitted to wards during the period, who 

fulfilled the revised ACR criteria for classification of SLE were included in the study. Detailed medical history including 

age, sex, age of onset, duration of illness and various clinical presentations especially pulmonary manifestations (e.g. 

cough, chest pain, dyspnea and cyanosis) was recorded in a preformed proforma. Thorough clinical examination with 

special attention to chest examination was performed in all the study patients. Plain X
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Pulmonary function test with decreased diffusion lung capacity was positive in 68% patients. HRCT was found t

interstitial lung pattern in 72% patients. The sensitivity of PFT 94.44% and specificity of 100% in diagnosing the 

pulmonary manifestation. The two-sided P value is < 0.0001, considered extremely significant.
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is a chronic autoimmune 

that can affect any part of the 

body. As occurs in other autoimmune diseases, the 

attacks the body’s cells and tissue, 

and tissue damage. At some 

during their course, most patients with SLE show 

signs of involvement of the lung, its vasculature, the 

pleura, and/or the diaphragm. Pleurisy, coughing, and/or 

dyspnoea are often the first clues to either lung 

involvement or SLE itself. In some cases, ho

abnormal pulmonary function tests, including the 

diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO) and/or 

abnormal chest X-rays may be detected in asymptomatic 

patients. Pulmonary abnormalities do not correlate with 

immune parameters. Lungs are involved

the patients during the disease course. Pulmonary 

manifestations may be the presenting symptoms in 4

of patients. High resolution computed tomography 

(HRCT) has made a significant impact on the early 

diagnosis of pulmonary involvement

of clinically identifiable pulmonary disease, abnormal 

respiratory physiology is a common finding in SLE.

the first of three major studies demonstrating the high 

frequency of abnormal lung function, 88% of 43 

consecutive SLE patients were found to have pulmonary 

dysfunction; the most common abnormality was a 

reduction in diffusing capacity of carbon monoxide 
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pleura, and/or the diaphragm. Pleurisy, coughing, and/or 

dyspnoea are often the first clues to either lung 

involvement or SLE itself. In some cases, however, 

abnormal pulmonary function tests, including the 

diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO) and/or 

rays may be detected in asymptomatic 

patients. Pulmonary abnormalities do not correlate with 

Lungs are involved in almost half of 

the patients during the disease course. Pulmonary 

manifestations may be the presenting symptoms in 4–5% 

of patients. High resolution computed tomography 

(HRCT) has made a significant impact on the early 

diagnosis of pulmonary involvement in SLE. Regardless 

of clinically identifiable pulmonary disease, abnormal 

respiratory physiology is a common finding in SLE.
1,2
 In 

the first of three major studies demonstrating the high 

frequency of abnormal lung function, 88% of 43 

nts were found to have pulmonary 

; the most common abnormality was a 

reduction in diffusing capacity of carbon monoxide 
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(DLCO) (72%), followed by a restrictive (49%), and an 

obstructive (9%) pattern on pulmonary function test 

(PFT).
2
 Another study of 70 nonsmoking asymptomatic 

SLE patients with normal chest radiograph found 67% 

with an isolated reduction in DLCO and 6% had a 

restrictive pattern.
3
 Finally, in a retrospective study of 

110 Japanese SLE patients, an abnormal DLCO and 

restrictive changes were found in 47 and 8% of patients, 

respectively; only 13% of patients with PFT 

abnormalities exhibited clinical features, in particular 

radiographic evidence, of pulmonary involvement.
4
 In a 

small case–control study, Rolla et al discovered that 

greater SLE disease activity may be associated with 

abnormal lung function and that lung function 

abnormalities respond to escalation of 

immunosuppressive treatment targeted at overall SLE 

disease activity.
5
 However, the specific mechanisms 

and/or pathogenesis of lung function abnormalities 

among SLE patients without overt clinical symptoms and 

signs of pulmonary involvement are not well understood. 

PFTs may be a sensitive method to capture subclinical 

lung involvement and we propose that abnormal lung 

function among select patients (those with the absence of 

parenchymal involvement) may actually represent the 

milder spectrum of SLS, a specific pulmonary feature of 

SLE. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 
This study was conducted in the Department of Medicine. 

All Patients attending outpatient departments or admitted 

to wards during the period, who fulfilled the revised ACR 

criteria for classification of SLE were included in the 

study. Patients who were Pregnant or suffering from 

occupational lung diseases or known case of 

hypertension, diabetic mellitus and cardiac diseases were 

excluded from the study. Thus total 25 cases were 

selected in the preset study. Detailed medical history 

including age, sex, age of onset, duration of illness and 

various clinical presentations especially pulmonary 

manifestations (e.g. cough, chest pain, dyspnea and 

cyanosis) was recorded in a preformed proforma. 

Thorough clinical examination with special attention to 

chest examination was performed in all the study patients. 

Necessary laboratory investigations were performed 

accordingly. Plain X-ray chest and HRCT was performed 

in all the patients. Pulmonary function tests also 

performed in all the patients and the findings observed 

were recorded. The collected data was entered in 

Microsoft excel and was analysed and presented with 

appropriate tables and graphs.  

 

RESULTS  
 

Table 1: Age and sex distribution 

Variable Number of Patient Percentage 

Age 

15-30 12 48% 

31-45 11 44% 

>46 2 8% 

Sex 
Male 3 12% 

Female 22 88% 

In the present study total 25 cases of systemic lupus 

erythematosus and it was observed that majority of the 

patients were in the age group of 15-30 years of age 

(48%) followed by 31-45 years of age (44%). The 

proportion of female was more as compared to male with 

female to male ratio of 7.33:1.  
 

Table 2: Distribution according to lung involvement 

Pulmonary manifestations 
Number of 

Patient 
Percentage 

Symptomatic lung 

involvement 

Positive 7 28% 

Negative 18 72% 

PFT 
Positive 17 68% 

Negative 8 32% 

HRCT 
Positive 18 72% 

Negative 7 28% 

It was seen that 7 (28%) patients in the study were 

presenting with symptom of pulmonary manifestations. 

Out of them 6 were female patients and 1 was male. The 

most common symptom observed was cough followed by 

exertional dyspnoea and chest pain. Pulmonary function 

test with decreased diffusion lung capacity which 

suggests restrictive lung pattern was positive in 17 (68%) 

patients out of the 25 patients. HRCT is found to have 

interstitial lung pattern in 18 (72%) patients out of the 25 

patients. 
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Table 3: Comparison of Symptomatic lung involvement with PFT 

and HRCT 

Pulmonary manifestations 
Symptomatic lung involvement

Positive 

PFT with 

DLCO 

Positive 7 

Negative 0 

HRCT 
Positive 7 

Negative 0 

It was observed that out of total 17 patients were positive 

on PFT out of them 7 were symptomatic and 10 were 

asymptomatic. Out of 18 patients positive for lung disease 

on HRCT 8 were symptomatic and 10 were 

asymptomatic. Thus HRCT evaluation in asymptomatic 

(pulmonary involvement) SLE patients helps to pick up 

interstitial lung disease at an early stage.  
 

Table 4: Comparison of the HRCT with PFT

TITELS 
HRCT 

+VE 

HRCT –

VE 
chi-square tests

PFT +VE 17 0 X
2
=20.66, df=1, p= 0.000 

(significant)PFT -VE 1 7 

Sensitivity= 94.44%, Specificity= 100.00 %, Positive Predictive 

Value= 100.00%, Negative Predictive Value= 87.50 %

It was observed that out of total 18 patients positive on 

HRCT 17 were also positive on PFT, thus the true 

positive was 17. HRCT and PFT negative patients were 7, 

thus true negative was 7. The sensitivity of PFT 94.44% 

and specificity of 100% in diagnosing the pu

manifestation. The two-sided P value is < 0.0001, 

considered extremely significant. 

 

DISCUSSION 
In the present study total 25 patients of systemic lupus 

erythematosus admitted to the study institute were 

evaluated. It was seen that out of 25 patients 22 were 

females and only 3 were male, thus the disease is 

commoner in females with female to male rat

Majority of the female were of chid bearing age group. 

Samiha Samuel et al
6
, Al Abbad et al,

7
 and Omer S.B 
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Figure 1: 

Comparison of Symptomatic lung involvement with PFT 
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It was observed that out of total 17 patients were positive 

on PFT out of them 7 were symptomatic and 10 were 

Out of 18 patients positive for lung disease 

on HRCT 8 were symptomatic and 10 were 

asymptomatic. Thus HRCT evaluation in asymptomatic 

(pulmonary involvement) SLE patients helps to pick up 

of the HRCT with PFT 

square tests 

=20.66, df=1, p= 0.000 

(significant) 

Positive Predictive 

Negative Predictive Value= 87.50 % 

observed that out of total 18 patients positive on 

HRCT 17 were also positive on PFT, thus the true 

positive was 17. HRCT and PFT negative patients were 7, 

thus true negative was 7. The sensitivity of PFT 94.44% 

and specificity of 100% in diagnosing the pulmonary 

sided P value is < 0.0001, 

In the present study total 25 patients of systemic lupus 

erythematosus admitted to the study institute were 

evaluated. It was seen that out of 25 patients 22 were 

females and only 3 were male, thus the disease is 

female to male ratio of 7.33:1. 

Majority of the female were of chid bearing age group. 

and Omer S.B et 

al
8
 also observed similar findings in their study.

common symptom observed was cough followed by 

exertional dyspnoea and chest pain. It was seen that 7 

(28%) patients in the study were presenting with 

symptom of pulmonary manifestations. Out of them 6 

were female patients and 1 was male. Similar findings 

were also reported by Al Abbad 

al
8
 in their study. Samiha Samuel 

exertional dyspnea, productive cough and chest pain as 

commonest presenting symptom. Delgado 

observed similar symptoms in their study.

pulmonary system can be affected including airways, 

lung parenchyma, pulmonary vasculature, pleura and 

diaphragm.
10-16

 If SLE develops after age 49 years, it has 

a higher incidence of serositis, pulmonary involvement 

and mortality.
16
 It is difficult to find out the true 

prevalence of pulmonary complications of SLE s

many cases are due to infections.

(28%) patients in the study were presenting with 

symptom of pulmonary manifestations. Out of them 6 

were female patients and 1 was male. The most common 

symptom observed was cough followed by exer

dyspnoea and chest pain. Pulmonary function test with 

decreased diffusion lung capacity which suggests 

restrictive lung pattern was positive in 17 (68%) patients 

out of the 25 patients. Samiha Samuel 

similar findings in their study. These results were also 

similar to those detected by Karim 

volumes were reduced on pulmonary function tests in 

restrictive pattern. HRCT is found to have interstitial lung 
pattern in 18 (72%) patients out of the 25 patients. Fenlon

HM
18
 reported 70% and Sant SM

to have interstitial lung pattern diagnosed on HRCT. 

Cheema and Quismorio,
20
 reported that high resolution 

computed tomographic scans of the chest and pulmonary 

function tests help to establish a diagn

term follow up of SLE patients with acute lupus 
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also observed similar findings in their study. The most 

common symptom observed was cough followed by 

est pain. It was seen that 7 

(28%) patients in the study were presenting with 

pulmonary manifestations. Out of them 6 

were female patients and 1 was male. Similar findings 

were also reported by Al Abbad et al,
7 
and Omer S.B et 

Samiha Samuel et al
6 
observed 

exertional dyspnea, productive cough and chest pain as 

commonest presenting symptom. Delgado et al
9
 also 

observed similar symptoms in their study. Any part of the 

pulmonary system can be affected including airways, 

nchyma, pulmonary vasculature, pleura and 

If SLE develops after age 49 years, it has 

a higher incidence of serositis, pulmonary involvement 

It is difficult to find out the true 

prevalence of pulmonary complications of SLE since 

many cases are due to infections.
12 It was seen that 7 

(28%) patients in the study were presenting with 

symptom of pulmonary manifestations. Out of them 6 

were female patients and 1 was male. The most common 

symptom observed was cough followed by exertional 

Pulmonary function test with 

decreased diffusion lung capacity which suggests 

restrictive lung pattern was positive in 17 (68%) patients 

out of the 25 patients. Samiha Samuel et al
6
 also observed 

udy. These results were also 

similar to those detected by Karim et al
17
, where lung 

volumes were reduced on pulmonary function tests in 

HRCT is found to have interstitial lung 

pattern in 18 (72%) patients out of the 25 patients. Fenlon 

reported 70% and Sant SM
19
 reported 72% patients 

to have interstitial lung pattern diagnosed on HRCT. 

reported that high resolution 

computed tomographic scans of the chest and pulmonary 

function tests help to establish a diagnosis and aid long 

term follow up of SLE patients with acute lupus 

Negative
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pneumonitis and diffuse interstitial lung disease which 

has a major impact on the mortality and morbidity of SLE 

patients. Increasing evidence suggests that certain 

patterns of interstitial lung disease seen on HRCT 

correlatee well with findings on open lung biopsy and 

may help predict response to treatment and patient 

outcome
21,22

. Ground glass opacification, seen in two of 

our patients, generally reflects active alveolitis with 

predominantly inflammatory changes on lung biopsy and 

steroid responsiveness. Conversely, a predominantly 

reticular pattern is seen in patients whose outcome is that 

of usual interstitial pneumonitis and is, in general, less 

favourable, with a poor response to 

immunosuppression.
18 

Nakano M et al
23
 conducted a 

study with the aim clarify the characteristics of 

pulmonary function tests (PFT), especially carbon 

monoxide diffusion capacity (DLCO), and their 

correlation with clinical features and immunological 

findings in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE). Vital capacity (VC) and DLCO were analysed 

retrospectively in 110 sequential Japanese SLE patients 

with active disease. In 38 patients, serial measurements of 

PFT were also assessed during high-dose corticosteroid 

therapy. DLCO was reduced in 52 patients (47%) and a 

restrictive impairment of PFT was observed in nine 

patients (8%). The prevalence of pulmonary fibrosis was 

13%. Patients with Raynaud's phenomenon showed a 

higher prevalence of DLCO impairment than those 

without this phenomenon. G.C. Ooi et al
24
 conducted a 

study among the patients with systemic lupus 

erythematosus (SLE) with persistent respiratory 

symptoms and evaluated them with high resolution 

computed tomography (HRCT), chest radiographs and 

lung function tests. They observed that fourteen of 15 

HRCT scans performed were abnormal. Three of 10 

patients had histological evidence of either lung fibrosis 

or interstitial pneumonitis. All concurrent lung function 

tests were abnormal. Reduced diffusion capacity of 

carbon monoxide (DLCO/VA) was observed in 60% of 

lung function tests. The study had documented a high 

incidence of HRCT features of chronic lung destruction 

and lower zone predominance in SLE patients with 

persistent respiratory symptoms.
 
Sant SM et al

19
 assessed 

the nature of pleuropulmonary abnormalities, with 

particular reference to interstitial lung disease (ILD), in 

patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Total 

29 patients were evaluated using high resolution 

computed tomography (HRCT), plain chest radiography 

(CXR) and pulmonary function tests (PFTs). The HRCT 

was abnormal in 72% (20/29) of patients, while 34% 

(10/29) had an abnormal CXR. The most frequently 

detected primary HRCT abnormality was suggestive of 

ILD and was noted in 11 patients (38%). HRCT was 

found to be more sensitive than PFTs or CXR in the 

evaluation of pleuropulmonary disease in SLE. Kakati et 

al
25
 studied thirty-eight patients fulfilling the ACR 

criteria for SLE using chest X-ray, PFT and HRCT chest 

to find out the pulmonary involvement. Thirty-five out of 

38 patients were females. Clinical signs and symptoms 

referable to pulmonary involvement were present in 9 

patients. HRCT showed abnormalities in 21 patients in 

contrast to pulmonary function abnormalities in 11 

patients and chest X-ray abnormalities in 7 patients. The 

abnormalities on HRCT included interstitial lung disease 

in 15 patients, bronchiectasis in 3, pneumonia in 2, and 

pleural abnormalities in 7 patients. The overall pulmonary 

involvement was observed in 22 patients of whom HRCT 

detected abnormalities in 21 patients. Pulmonary 

involvement is present in a significant number of SLE 

patients as detected by HRCT. However, in the majority, 

it is asymptomatic. 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
Thus from the above results and discussion we conclude 

that PFT and HRCT showed pulmonary manifestations 

positive in 68% and 72% patients. The sensitivity of PFT 

in diagnosing the pulmonary manifestation was 94.44% 

with specificity of 100%. Thus PFT can be used as 

effective tool in diagnosing asymptomatic pulmonary 

manifestation as HRCT.  
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